DHI GRANTED $13 TRILLION, SPEC’S FIRSTBORN
“Oops.” -Duel

ADMINISTRATION ACTUALLY LETTING THIS SHIT HAPPEN
Un-fucking-believable
By Ms. Burns ’17
REASONABLE REACTIONS DEPT.
(THE FAN WHERE SHIT HITS) Students were up in arms this weekend over the fact that campus authorities are doing literally NOTHING to stop this shit, refusing to take action on a problem worse than Watergate. In January and whatever happened to Tom Brady’s balls combined. In the parlance of the tandem, Hamilton College is now embroiled in #Controversy.

“God, they’ve really done it now,” Philosophy major Maureen Ryan ’18 said. “I don’t want to exaggerate what is going on, but if Hitler had a baby, and that baby was trained by Hitler’s ghost to be a DJ, Adolf Jr.’s EDM music still wouldn’t be as bad as what the administration is allowing.”

“I knew Joan Hinde Stewart was going to be a lame duck President — or in her case, foie gras,” Oscar Hernandez ’17 said. “However, I never thought she would just give up like that. Maybe she really is French…”

Students have reacted negatively to what they perceive as a collective shrug on the part of the administration toward this important issue. It is a topic that every opinion columnist of The Spectator, the AHI, the Yik Yak community, and even that person in your Creative Writing class who always has to say something contra...
A protozoic blob crawls from the creasty water and swallows a passing freshman.

From the depths of the Art Center pond...

Questions for the Next Hamilton College President

In light of President Joan Hinde Stewart’s upcoming departure, the Duel Observer would like to share pertinent questions for the next Hamilton College presidential candidate.

• What is your plan for combating the space lord Xenu and his encroaching thetan armies?
• PBR or Keystone?
• What is the latest you’ve ever returned a library book? Should we be concerned?
• Favorite vomit position?
• Netflix and Chili?
• What is your stance on the emancipation of the lizard people?
• Is your resume just a copy of an Amazon.com customer review?
• How do you plan on fixing Winter?
• If you’re going to be reincarnated, what do you deserve to be?
• What are you going to do with your life?/Where do you see yourself in ten years?
• Will you go out with me?
• Did you hear that Josh and Stacy broke up? OMG?
• How many rocks are in your rock collection? I’ve got 52.
• Proportionally, how much money are you getting from each student?
• Under your leadership, will we be able to use Student Assembly funds to purchase alcohol?
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Rejection Letter from Your Ex-Best Friend Group

Dear Ms. Crowe,

We regret to inform you that your position as Best Friend has been terminated. While you showed excellent skill at group message management and promise as primary fake ID holder, we can’t keep you on as a best friend anymore.

Simply put, you don’t fit into our aesthetic anymore. As you know, last month we transitioned from Environmentally Conscious Goth to Soft Grunge Lumberjack. For the most part, our friend group managed the change without a hitch, but Stacy, our Wardrobe Assessor, has informed us that you’ve been falling short. Last Wednesday, for instance, while your studded leather overalls were up to code, your coal-black Birkenstocks were not. That may have been a forgivable offense, had you not also carried a non-standard BPA-free Nalgene on your way to the gym, blatantly disregarding your Friend Group-issued wooden canteen. Sustainable hydration is not in line with the values of acid washed denim and respect for our forests, outlined in the Soft Grunge Lumberjack mission statement.

We have also been informed by Britanny, our Beautification Standards Coordinator, that you have broken the makeup code as well. This past Sunday, your eyeliner was at a 35° angle. We specifically outlined in the updated Constitution that all eyeliner is to be between 25-30°. You took your eyeliner from the Pin Up Model to the Cat Eye category, and that is simply unacceptable. We know you were informed of this rule change. We sent you the PDF of the Constitution through email and Groupme. It was up on Friend-in-Chief Caitlyn’s Snapchat Story as well, right after the video of us chopping down a tree with All Time Low playing in the background.

Your gross misconduct not only affects you, but the whole friend group as well. We have a reputation to uphold here. The success of this Friend Group depends on each Best Friend’s full compliance with our rules and regulations, such as cutting jeans exactly half inch above Tinkerblands (which should be black, oxblood red, or soulful lavender) and accessorizing with the required rose gold axe. Any deviations from the rules could result in the revocation of our Squad License and dismissal from the Girl Group Collective.

Your termination from the friend group is immediate and nonnegotiable. You will be removed from the Facebook group, the Google Hangout, and your photos will be untagged from our collective Instagram account. You have 48 hours to turn in your friendship bracelet and the handle of Absolut we agreed to split.

We wish you the best of luck in your future Friendship endeavors,

Alison Lockhart, HR

Found written in lipstick on the girls’ bathroom mirror by Ms. Alatalo ‘18

Campus Emergency: Skinny Dipper at Large (Depending on Water Temperature)

Brought to you by Campus Safety

Alert

Campus authorities have just learned that a dangerous individual is loose on campus. Earlier today, the Hamilton Streaking Team reported that a disgruntled member has broken ties with the team and gone rogue. A frightening nude figure has been seen splashing across the campus’ many water features.

Witnesses believe the figure is Oliver Antonelli ‘17, although this cannot be confirmed due to the identity concealing snorkeling mask and a fake mustache he wears. Campus Safety officers fear that Antonelli is plotting revenge against the Streaking Team members who voted against incorporating Antonelli’s interpretive dance through the KJ water feature into their next streaking route for fear of cold-water triggered shrinkage.

Sources say that Antonelli is not working alone and that he is currently recruiting members to his “Skinny Dipping Squad.” Until Antonelli’s demand is met for “an apology from that douche on the Streaking team who said my water dance idea was stupid,” he will continue traumatizing the campus by allowing his genitals to float freely throughout campus.

For this reason, all Hamilton residents are advised to evacuate damp locations and shelter in place until Antonelli has been detained and locations and shelter in place until Antonelli has been detained and traumatized one individual who slipped and twisted her ankle in a puddle of water that dripped off of Antonelli’s bare ass.

Antonelli should be considered moist and dangerous and should not be approached. If seen, please alert an authority figure, and then wrap yourself in a warm, dry towel and stand near as many fans as possible until the Skinny Dipping Squad has been disbanded.

Broadcast interruption recorded by Ms. LaSon ‘17